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December 4, 2018

Public Hearing Item 22

Title: Ordinance Listing 2640 Montgomery Way (Fallon/Kimberlin House) and 2672
Montgomery Way (Barr-Wixson House) as Landmarks on the Sacramento
Register of Historic and Cultural Resources (M18-016) [Noticed 11/23/2018;
Passed for Publication 11/27/2018; Published 11/30/2018]
Location: District 5
Recommendation: Conduct a public hearing and upon conclusion: 1) pass a Motion
determining the listing of 2640 Montgomery Way and 2672 Montgomery Way as landmarks on
the Sacramento Register of Historical and Cultural Resources exempt from review under the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15308,
which includes actions taken to assure the maintenance, restoration, enhancement, or
protection of the environment; and 2) pass an Ordinance listing 2640 Montgomery Way and
2672 Montgomery Way as landmarks on the Sacramento Register of Historical and Cultural
Resources.
Contact: Carson Anderson, Preservation Director, (916) 808-8259, Community Development
Department
Presenter: Sean de Courcy, Associate Preservation Planner, (916) 808-2796, Community
Development Department
Attachments:
1-Description/Analysis
2-Ordinance
3-DPR 523 A & B Evaluation Forms

Susana Alcala Wood, City Attorney

Mindy Cuppy, City Clerk
Howard Chan, City Manager

John Colville, City Treasurer
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Description/Analysis
Issue Detail: The property owners for 2640 Montgomery Way (0130-232-002-0000) and 2672
Montgomery Way (0130-232-006-0000) each retained the services of Historic Environment
Consultants to conduct background research and prepare nomination forms for these
properties. After review of the background research and historic resource evaluations, staff
agreed the properties are eligible for listing in the Sacramento Register pursuant to the criteria
provided in Sacramento City Code section 17.604.220.
Policy Considerations: The City has an interest in maintaining the relevance and integrity of
the Sacramento Register and ensuring that properties listed on the Register meet the criteria
for listing specified in City Code sections 17.604.210 and 17.604.220. To this end, City Code
directs the Preservation Director, to “make preliminary determinations relative to properties’
eligibility for listing on the Sacramento register” and to “initiate proceedings to nominate
resources for listing on the Sacramento register” (Pursuant to City Code sections
17.604.100.C.2 and 17.604.220.).
The nominations of 2640 Montgomery Way and 2672 Montgomery Way for listing as individual
landmarks on the Sacramento register is consistent with Sacramento 2035 General Plan goal
HCR 2.1, which provides for the identification and preservation of historical and cultural
resources. General Plan policy HCR 2.1.1 states, “The City shall identify historic and cultural
resources, including individual properties, districts, and sites, to ensure adequate protection.”
Economic Impacts: Not applicable.
Environmental Considerations: The listing of 2640 Montgomery Way and 2672 Montgomery
Way as individual landmarks on the Sacramento Register is exempt from review under the
California Environmental Quality Act pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15308. Section
15308 exempts from review acts that are undertaken to assure the maintenance, restoration,
enhancement, or protection of the environment where the regulatory process involves
procedures for protection of the environment. Listing the four properties as individual
landmarks will ensure that future development on these parcels will undergo preservation
review, as part of the city’s site plan and design review process, prior to the granting of any
entitlements.
Sustainability: Not applicable.
Commission/Committee Action: On October 25, 2018 the City of Sacramento’s Preservation
Director, in conformance with Section 17.604.220 of the City Code, held a public hearing and
concurred with the statement of nomination and forwarded the proposed ordinance
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(Attachment 1), which officially nominated 2640 Montgomery Way and 2672 Montgomery Way
as individual city landmarks, to the Preservation Commission for its consideration and
recommendations to the City Council. On November 7, 2018 the Preservation Commission
unanimously recommended city pass an ordinance listing the nominated properties on the
Sacramento register.
Rationale for Recommendation: Listing of 2640 Montgomery Way and 2672 Montgomery
Way as individual landmarks on the Sacramento register is consistent with the Historic
Preservation Chapter (17.604) of the City Code and the goals of the 2035 General Plan.
Furthermore, listing the nominated properties on the Sacramento register will help ensure their
preservation and encourage their rehabilitation consistent with the U.S. Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.
Listing an individual landmark on the Sacramento register requires the resource to meet the
requirements of City Code section 17.604.210, subsection A.1 which states:
A. Listing on the Sacramento register-Landmarks. A nominated resource shall be listed on the
Sacramento register as a landmark if the city council finds, after holding a hearing required
by this chapter, that all of the requirements set forth below are satisfied:
a. The nominated resource meets one or more of the following criteria:
i. It is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of the history of the city, the region, the state or the nation;
ii. It is associated with the lives of persons significant in the city’s past;
iii. It embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of
construction;
iv. It represents the work of an important creative individual or master;
v. It possesses high artistic values; or
vi. It has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in the prehistory
or history of the city, the region, the state or the nation;
b. The nominated resource has integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship and association. Integrity shall be judged with reference to the
particular criterion or criteria specified in subsection A.1.a of this section;
c. The nominated resource has significant historic or architectural worth, and its
designation as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote,
protect and further the goals and purposes of this chapter.
City of Sacramento
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2640 Montgomery Way (Fallon/Kimberlin House)

2640 Montgomery Way (Fallon/Kimberlin House) meets the criteria for listing on the
Sacramento register. Specifically, the building satisfies the historical significance criteria for
listing within City Code section 17.604.210.A.1.a.i, 17.604.210.A.1.a.iii, and
17.604.210.A.1.a.iii. The resource retains sufficient historic integrity required for listing
pursuant to City Code section 17.604.210.A.1.b. Finally, the nominated resource has
significant architectural worth, and its designation as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate
and necessary to promote, protect and further the goals and purposes of the Historic
Preservation chapter of the City code, as required by section 17.604.210.A.1.c.
The building is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of the history of the city, the region, the state or the nation
(17.604.210.A.1.a.i)
2640 Montgomery Way is associated with the residential development period that occurred in
Sacramento in the early 1900s. During this period, the City annexed substantial amounts of
land for residential development, creating a number of suburbs which included Curtis Park.
The residence and neighborhood are also associated with the national Better Homes
Movement of the 1920s, a campaign of home ownership, modernization, and beautification
City of Sacramento
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that grew from a critical shortage of homes in the years following World War I. The
Fallon/Kimberlin House was constructed in the English Tudor Revival style, which was very
popular in Sacramento during the 1920-1940 period along with other period revival styles.
The building embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of
construction (17.604.210.A.1.a.iii)
This residence at 2640 Montgomery Way is an excellent example of the Eclectic design
movement, an architectural period that emphasized relatively pure copies of European
traditions in the Americas. The Eclectic design movement began in the late 1800s with
landmark residential architecture designed by architects that mimicked a variety of European
styles as accurately as possible. Gradually, Eclectic styles became more mainstream, with
even modest homes channeling European design in their facades if not in their masonry.
These revivalist styles were common through the 1920s and ‘30s. The Fallon/Kimberlin House
is an excellent example of the English Tudor Revival style of residential architecture. Notable
features of this building include a shingle roof, tall battered chimney, tall front gable and shorter
side gable, diamond-shaped leaded glass window panes, and a half-timbered detail adjacent
to the front doorway (a feature especially characteristic of English Tudor Revival style).
2640 Montgomery Way represents the work of an important creative individual or
master (17.604.210.A.1.a.iv)
2640 Montgomery Way is one of three model homes designed by the important architecture
firm Dean & Dean. Dean & Dean were prolific residential designers who influenced residential
and public building designs throughout Sacramento. They designed several imposing
residences in South Curtis Oaks and East Sacramento. Their residential designs, in addition to
appearing in feature articles in the Architect and Engineer in 1922 and 1927, were also
featured in a pattern book published by House and Garden Magazine. Other notable
Sacramento buildings designed by Dean & Dean include the Sutter Lawn and Tennis Club,
Sacramento Junior College buildings, the Municipal Water Filtration Plant, the Sacramento
Orphanage and Children’s Home, the Golf Club House at Land Park, the Sutter Club,
Westminster Presbyterian Church and the Sacramento Memorial Auditorium, among others.
One of the firm’s founders, James Dean eventually became City Architect.
The nominated resource has integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship and association. Integrity shall be judged with reference to the particular
criterion or criteria specified in subsection A.1.a of this section (17.604.210.A.1.b)
2640 Montgomery Way is in its original location. The house has undergone several
renovations; however, the additions are not visible from the street and the finishing is
City of Sacramento
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consistent with the original house. Overall the additions are compatible with the character of
the building and the original materials that convey the historical significance of the building
remain; therefore, the residence retains moderate to high historic integrity of design, materials,
and workmanship. The house is located in a neighborhood that is associated with the Better
Homes Movement of the 1920s, a national movement generating interest and pride in the
value of a high-quality domestic life, including pleasant neighborhoods, attractive natural
landscaping, and fine quality residences. The Curtis Park neighborhood, as well as the
residence itself, retains high design quality and integrity, effectively conveying the historic time
period in which it developed and leaving intact integrity of design, setting, feeling, and
association.
The nominated resource has significant historic or architectural worth, and its
designation as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote, protect
and further the goals and purposes of this chapter. (17.604.210.A.1.c)
The residence at 2640 Montgomery Way has significant historic and architectural worth. It has
been well-maintained and retains a high level of integrity with regards to its location, design,
setting, materials, workmanship and association. It is an excellent example of the Tudor
Revival architectural style, the work of master architects Dean & Dean, and is an important
representation of the Eclectic architectural movement in Sacramento.
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2672 Montgomery Way (Barr-Wixson House)

The residence at 2672 Montgomery Way, or the Barr-Wixson house, meets the criteria for
listing on the Sacramento register. Specifically, the building satisfies the historical significance
criteria for listing within City Code section 17.604.210.A.1.a.i, 17.604.210.A.1.a.iii, and
17.604.210.A.1.a.iii. The resource retains sufficient historic integrity required for listing
pursuant to City Code section 17.604.210.A.1.b. Finally, the nominated resource has
significant architectural worth, and its designation as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate
and necessary to promote, protect and further the goals and purposes of the Historic
Preservation chapter of the City code, as required by section 17.604.210.A.1.c.
The building is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of the history of the city and the nation (17.604.210.A.1.a.i)
The residence at 2672 Montgomery Way (“Barr-Wixson House”) is associated with the
residential development period that occurred in Sacramento in the early 1900s. During this
period, the City annexed substantial amounts of land for residential development, creating a
number of suburbs which included Curtis Park. The Barr-Wixson house is also associated with
the national Better Homes Movement of the 1920s, a campaign of home ownership,
modernization, and beautification that grew from a critical shortage of homes in the years
City of Sacramento
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following World War I. The Barr-Wixson house was constructed in the English Tudor Revival
style, which was very popular in Sacramento during the 1920-1940 period along with other
period revival styles.
The building embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of
construction (17.604.210.A.1.a.iii)
This residence is an excellent example of the Eclectic design movement, an architectural
period that emphasized relatively pure copies of European traditions in the Americas. The
Eclectic design movement began in the late 1800s with landmark residential architecture
designed by architects that mimicked a variety of European styles as accurately as possible.
Gradually, Eclectic styles became more mainstream, with even modest homes channeling
European design in their facades if not in their masonry. These revivalist styles were common
through the 1920s and ‘30s. The Barr-Wixson House is an excellent example of the English
Tudor Revival style of residential architecture. Notable features of this building include a
shingle roof, tall battered chimney, tall front gable and shorter side gable, diamond-shaped
leaded glass window panes, and a half-timbered detail adjacent to the front doorway (a feature
especially characteristic of English Tudor Revival style).
2672 Montgomery Way represents the work of an important creative individual or
master (17.604.210.A.1.a.iv)
2672 Montgomery Way is one of three model homes designed by the important architecture
firm Dean & Dean. Dean & Dean were prolific residential designers who influenced residential
and public building designs throughout Sacramento. They designed several imposing
residences in South Curtis Oaks and East Sacramento. Their residential designs, in addition to
appearing in feature articles in the Architect and Engineer in 1922 and 1927, were also
featured in a pattern book published by House and Garden Magazine. Other notable
Sacramento buildings designed by Dean & Dean include the Sutter Lawn and Tennis Club,
Sacramento Junior College buildings, the Municipal Water Filtration Plant, the Sacramento
Orphanage and Children’s Home, the Golf Club House at Land Park, the Sutter Club,
Westminster Presbyterian Church and the Sacramento Memorial Auditorium, among others.
One of the firm’s founders, James Dean eventually became City Architect.
The building has integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship and
association (17.604.210.A.1.b)
The Barr-Wixson house is in its original location. The house has received additions to the rear
that include a cantilevered three-sided wing with a second-floor room extended to the
southeast, a second-floor bedroom added on the rear, and a studio added to the garage. The
City of Sacramento
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additions are not visible from the street and the finishing is consistent with the original house.
Overall the additions are compatible with the character of the building and the original
materials that convey the historical significance of the building remain; therefore, the residence
retains moderate to high integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. The house is located
in a neighborhood that is associated with the Better Homes Movement of the 1920s, a national
movement generating interest and pride in the value of a high-quality domestic life, including
pleasant neighborhoods, attractive natural landscaping, and fine quality residences. The Curtis
Park neighborhood surrounding the Barr-Wixson house, as well as the residence itself, retains
high design quality and integrity, effectively conveying the historic time period in which it
developed and leaving intact integrity of design, setting, feeling, and association.
The building has significant historic or architectural worth, and its designation as a
landmark is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote, protect and further the
goals and purposes of this chapter (17.604.210.A.1.c)
The Barr-Wixson house has significant historic and architectural worth. It has been wellmaintained and retains a high level of integrity with regards to its location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship and association. It is an excellent example of the Tudor Revival
architectural style, the work of master architects Dean & Dean, and is an important
representation of the Eclectic architectural movement in Sacramento.
Financial Considerations: Not applicable.
Local Business Enterprise (LBE): Not applicable.
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ORDINANCE NO. ___
Adopted by the Sacramento City Council
[Date Adopted]
AN ORDINANCE LISTING 2640 MONTGOMERY WAY (FALLON/KIMBERLIN HOUSE) AND 2672
MONTGOMERY WAY (“BARR-WIXSON HOUSE”) AS INDIVIDUAL LANDMARKS ON THE
SACRAMENTO REGISTER OF HISTORIC AND CULTURAL RESOURCES
BACKGROUND
A.

The city council has found “that significant aspects of the city’s rich and diverse historic
resources deserve recognition and preservation to foster an understanding of our
heritage, and to promote the public health and safety and the economic and general
welfare of the people of the city. The preservation and continued use of historic
resources are effective tools to sustain and revitalize neighborhoods and business
districts within the city, enhance the city’s economic, cultural and aesthetic standing, its
identity and its livability, marketability and urban character.” (Sacramento City Code
section 17.604.100.A.)

B.

To this end, the city code provides a mechanism for listing landmarks, historic districts,
and contributing resources on the Sacramento Register of Historic and Cultural
Resources (“Sacramento register”).

C.

On October 25, 2018, the Preservation Director reviewed a statement of nomination and
determined that the properties located at 2640 Montgomery Way and 2672
Montgomery Way are eligible for listing on the Sacramento Register of Historic and
Cultural Resources as individual landmarks. On November 7, 2018, the Preservation
Commission concurred with the findings of the Preservation Director and recommended
the City Council list the properties at 2640 Montgomery Way and 2672 Montgomery
Way as individual landmarks in the Sacramento register.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO:
SECTION 1
A. 2640 Montgomery Way (Fallon/Kimberlin House) meets the criteria for listing on the
Sacramento register provided within City Code section 17.604.210.A.1.i, 17.604.210.A.1.iii,
and 17.604.210.A.1.iv. In addition, the city has considered City Code Section
17.604.210.A.1.b-c in determining the resource is eligible for listing.
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i.

2640 Montgomery Way is associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of the history of the city, the region, the state or
the nation (17.604.210.A.1.a.i)

2640 Montgomery Way is associated with the residential development period that occurred in
Sacramento in the early 1900s. During this period, the City annexed substantial amounts of land
for residential development, creating a number of suburbs which included Curtis Park. The
residence and neighborhood is also associated with the national Better Homes Movement of
the 1920s, a campaign of home ownership, modernization, and beautification that grew from a
critical shortage of homes in the years following World War I. The Fallon/Kimberlin House was
constructed in the English Tudor Revival style, which was very popular in Sacramento during the
1920-1940 period along with other period revival styles.
ii.

2640 Montgomery Way embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or
method of construction (17.604.210.A.1.a.iii)

This residence at 2640 Montgomery Way is an excellent example of the Eclectic design
movement, an architectural period that emphasized relatively pure copies of European
traditions in the Americas. The Eclectic design movement began in the late 1800s with
landmark residential architecture designed by architects that mimicked a variety of European
styles as accurately as possible. Gradually, Eclectic styles became more mainstream, with even
modest homes channeling European design in their facades if not in their masonry. These
revivalist styles were common through the 1920s and ‘30s. The Fallon/Kimberlin House is an
excellent example of the English Tudor Revival style of residential architecture. Notable
features of this building include, but are not limited to, the wood shingle, steeply-pitched, sidegable hipped roof with rounded “eyebrow” undulations above the second-floor multi-light
casement windows; and exterior cladding, including “half-timbered beams dividing white
stucco inset sections. Wood casement windows, and paneled entry door with a small upper
sidelight windows to either side of the doorway.
iii.

2640 Montgomery Way represents the work of an important creative individual or
master (17.604.210.A.1.a.iv)

2640 Montgomery Way is one of three model homes designed by the important architecture
firm Dean & Dean. Dean & Dean were prolific residential designers who influenced residential
and public building designs throughout Sacramento. They designed several imposing residences
in South Curtis Oaks and East Sacramento. Their residential designs, in addition to appearing in
feature articles in the Architect and Engineer in 1922 and 1927, were also featured in a pattern
book published by House and Garden Magazine. Other notable Sacramento buildings designed
by Dean & Dean include the Sutter Lawn and Tennis Club, Sacramento Junior College buildings,
the Municipal Water Filtration Plant, the Sacramento Orphanage and Children’s Home, the Golf
Club House at Land Park, the Sutter Club, Westminster Presbyterian Church and the
Sacramento Memorial Auditorium, among others. One of the firm’s founders, James Dean
eventually became City Architect.
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iv.

2640 Montgomery Way has integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship and association. Integrity shall be judged with reference to the
particular criterion or criteria specified in subsection A.1.a of this section
(17.604.210.A.1.b)

2640 Montgomery Way is in its original location. The house has undergone several renovations;
however, the additions are not visible from the street and the finishing is consistent with the
original house. Overall the additions are compatible with the character of the building and the
original materials that convey the historical significance of the building remain; therefore, the
residence retains moderate to high historic integrity of design, materials, and workmanship.
The house is located in a neighborhood that is associated with the Better Homes Movement of
the 1920s, a national movement generating interest and pride in the value of a high-quality
domestic life, including pleasant neighborhoods, attractive natural landscaping, and fine quality
residences. The Curtis Park neighborhood, as well as the residence itself, retains high design
quality and integrity, effectively conveying the historic time period in which it developed and
leaving intact integrity of design, setting, feeling, and association.
v.

2640 Montgomery Way has significant historic or architectural worth, and its
designation as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote,
protect and further the goals and purposes of this chapter. (17.604.210.A.1.c)

The residence at 2640 Montgomery Way has significant historic and architectural worth. It has
been well-maintained and retains a high level of integrity with regards to its location, design,
setting, materials, workmanship and association. It is an excellent example of the Tudor Revival
architectural style, the work of master architects Dean & Dean, and is an important
representation of the Eclectic architectural movement in Sacramento.
B. 2672 Montgomery Way (Barr-Wixson House) meets the criteria for listing on the
Sacramento register. Specifically, the building satisfies the historical significance criteria for
listing within City Code section 17.604.210.A.1.i, 17.604.210.A.1.iii, and 17.604.210.A.1.iv. In
addition, the city has considered City Code Section 17.604.210.A.1.b-c in determining the
resource is eligible for listing.
i.

The building is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to
the broad patterns of the history of the city and the nation (17.604.210.A.1.a.i)

The residence at 2672 Montgomery Way (“Barr-Wixson House”) is associated with the
residential development period that occurred in Sacramento in the early 1900s. During this
period, the City annexed substantial amounts of land for residential development, creating a
number of suburbs, including Curtis Park. The Barr-Wixson house is also associated with the
national Better Homes Movement of the 1920s, a campaign of home ownership,
modernization, and beautification that grew from a critical shortage of homes in the years
following World War I. The Barr-Wixson house was constructed in the English Tudor Revival
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style, which was very popular in Sacramento during the 1920-1940 period along with other
period revival styles.
ii.

2672 Montgomery Way embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or
method of construction (17.604.210.A.1.a.iii)

This residence is an excellent example of the Eclectic design movement, an architectural period
that emphasized relatively pure copies of European traditions in the Americas. The Eclectic
design movement began in the late 1800s with landmark residential architecture designed by
architects that mimicked a variety of European styles as accurately as possible. Gradually,
Eclectic styles became more mainstream, with even modest homes channeling European design
in their facades if not in their masonry. These revivalist styles were common through the 1920s
and ‘30s. The Barr-Wixson House is an excellent example of the English Tudor Revival style of
residential architecture. Notable features of this building include, but are not limited to, a
shingle roof, tall battered chimney, tall front gable and shorter side gable, diamond-shaped
leaded glass window panes, and a half-timbered detail adjacent to the front doorway (a feature
especially characteristic of English Tudor Revival style).
iii.

2672 Montgomery Way represents the work of an important creative individual or
master (17.604.210.A.1.a.iv)

2672 Montgomery Way is one of three model homes designed by the important architecture
firm Dean & Dean. Dean & Dean were prolific residential designers who influenced residential
and public building designs throughout Sacramento. They designed several imposing residences
in South Curtis Oaks and East Sacramento. Their residential designs, in addition to appearing in
feature articles in the Architect and Engineer in 1922 and 1927, were also featured in a pattern
book published by House and Garden Magazine. Other notable Sacramento buildings designed
by Dean & Dean include the Sutter Lawn and Tennis Club, Sacramento Junior College buildings,
the Municipal Water Filtration Plant, the Sacramento Orphanage and Children’s Home, the Golf
Club House at Land Park, the Sutter Club, Westminster Presbyterian Church and the
Sacramento Memorial Auditorium, among others. One of the firm’s founders, James Dean
eventually became City Architect.
iv.

2672 Montgomery Way has integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship and association (17.604.210.A.1.b)

The Barr-Wixson house is in its original location. The house has received additions to the rear
that include a cantilevered three-sided wing with a second-floor room extended to the
southeast, a second-floor bedroom added on the rear, and a studio added to the garage. The
additions are not visible from the street and the finishing is consistent with the original house.
Overall the additions are compatible with the character of the building and the original
materials that convey the historical significance of the building remain; therefore, the residence
retains moderate to high integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. The house is located
in a neighborhood that is associated with the Better Homes Movement of the 1920s, a national
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movement generating interest and pride in the value of a high-quality domestic life, including
pleasant neighborhoods, attractive natural landscaping, and fine quality residences. The Curtis
Park neighborhood surrounding the Barr-Wixson house, as well as the residence itself, retains
high design quality and integrity, effectively conveying the historic time period in which it
developed and leaving intact integrity of design, setting, feeling, and association.
v.

2672 Montgomery Way has significant historic or architectural worth, and its
designation as a landmark is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote,
protect and further the goals and purposes of this chapter (17.604.210.A.1.c)

The Barr-Wixson house has significant historic and architectural worth. It has been wellmaintained and retains a high level of integrity with regards to its location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship and association. It is an excellent example of the Tudor Revival
architectural style, the work of master architects Dean & Dean, and is an important
representation of the Eclectic architectural movement in Sacramento.
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State of California  The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #_________________________________________
HRI #_____________________________________________

PRIMARY RECORD

Trinomial_________________________________________
NRHP Status Code________________________________
Other Listings____________________________________________________________
Review Code________Reviewer________________________
Date_______________

2640 Montgomery Way
Page
1
of 14 Resource Name or #:
P1. Other Identifier:
Fallon/Kimberlin Home
*P2. Location: *a. County: Sacramento
b. Address: 2640 Montgomery Way
City: Sacramento
*c. USGS 7.5' Quad Sacramento West
Date: 1992
*e.
Other Locational Data: APN#: 0130-232-002
*P3a. Description:

Zip:

95818

The Kimberlin/Watson/Fallon House is a fine example of the English/Tudor Revival style of residential design that
became very popular in the 1920s-1940s era. The two story house has a shingled, steeply-pitched, side-gabled roof
with rounded “eyebrow” undulations above the second floor casement windows. Such roof forms are common with
this style and suggest the visual character of original thatched roof material, a hallmark of the historic English country
house. The exterior walls are ‘half-timbered’ with dark timber beams dividing white stucco inset sections. Originally
symmetrical, the house received an addition on the east in 1939.
On the second floor, two smaller multi-paned windows are centered between the larger multi-paned casement
windows. Two multi-paned windows occur on the ground floor below the similar second-floor windows, and flank
the centered wood plank entry door with its small upper sidelight windows. A similar multi-paned window occurs on
the east end of the ground floor. The blank second floor wall panel on the east end of the façade indicates that portion
of the house that was added in 1939. This enlarged both the ground floor living room and the second floor. The
current owners added an office room behind (south) of the large living room on the east end, connected to the living
room with French doors. The roof slopes down to the rear to create its roof covering.
(See Continuation Sheet: Description)
*P3b. Resource Attributes: HP2
*P4. Resources Present:

Building

Structure Object Site District

Element of District Other (Isolates, etc.)
P5b. Description of Photo:

View to the south
*P6. Date Constructed/Age and
Source:
Prehistoric

Historic
Both

1923 Bldg Permit
*P7. Owner and Address:

Evelyn Fallon
2640 Montgomery Way
Sacramento, CA
*P8. Recorded by:

Paula Boghosian, Historic
Environment Consultants
5420 Home Court
Carmichael, CA 95608
*P9. Date Recorded:

May 2018
*P10. Survey Type:

Intensive
P11. Report Citation*:

None
*Attachments: NONE Location Map Sketch Map Continuation Sheet Building, Structure, and Object Record
Linear Resource Record Archaeological Record District Record Milling Station Record Rock Art Record
Artifact Record Photograph Record  Other (List)
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DPR 523A-Test (8/94)

*These items consist of required information.

State of California  The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #______________________________________
HRI#__________________________________________

BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD
Page 2 of 14
*NRHP Status Code
3S
*Resource Address:
2640 Montgomery Way
B1. Historic Name:
Kimberlin/Watson House
B2. Common Name:
Fallon House
B3. Original Use:
Single family residence
B4. Present Use:
*B5. Architectural Style: Tudor Revival
*B6. Construction History: The house and garage were built in 1923.

*B7. Moved? No Yes
*B8. Related Features:

Unknown

Date:

Single family residence

Original Location:

B9a. Architect: Dean & Dean
b. Builder: The Carly Company
*B10. Significance: Theme:
Residential Architecture
Area: South Curtis Oaks
Period of Significance: 1923 Property Type: Residential Applicable Criteria: (City Code17.604.210.

(A)1.a.ii,iii,iv

(City Code 17.604.210(A)1.b,c) (City Code 17.604.210 (C) 5).
At 95 years of age, the Kimberlin/ Watson/Fallon House is over 50 years old, is significant as a fine example of its
Tudor Revival style (17.604.210 (A)1.a.iii) c; the work of master architects Dean & Dean (17.604.210(A)1.a.iv) d; the
home of persons important to the community and the Sacramento business world (17.604.210(A)1.a.ii) b; and its
location in a neighborhood of high design quality and physical integrity. If an historic district were to be established
in this neighborhood, the house would be included as a Contributing structure (17.604.210(C)5).
The Kimberlin/ Watson/Fallon House stands on the street, Montgomery Way in South Curtis Oaks, that was
planned by the developer of the thoughtfully designed subdivision in 1920 to serve as a gateway to the elegant new
district. The land was originally part of the William Curtis ranch property, purchased by him from his brother in
1854. His land holdings gradually expanded over subsequent years due to the purchase of additional lands
surrounding the ranch that became available from original owners. The Curtis family farmed this quadrangle while
the first subdivisions in the area adjacent to the east, Oak Park (1887) and Oak Grove (1888) were created. In 1887,
parcels in another subdivision directly north of the Curtis property, Highland Park, were put up for auction. Other
parcels in the vicinity of the original Curtis ranch were gradually developed into the early twentieth century, nearby or
adjacent to the Curtis property. In 1907, William Curtis deeded the
northernmost portion of his ranch to the East Curtis Oaks
investment group of Hawk, Hawley and J.C. Carly, just two weeks
before he passed away. In 1909, his wife conveyed her remaining
lands to the same investors who then formed the East Curtis Oaks
company in 1911. J.C. Carly of this group envisioned South Curtis
Oaks as an elegant development with “parked streets, winding
roads and wide imposing entrance gates.”
(Please see Significance: continuation sheet p.3)

B11. Additional Resource Attributes: n/a
*B12. References:

Architect & Engineer: June 1922; July 1927
Architect & Engineer
Assessor Maps and Data
California State Death Records
California State Library: Photo
Center for Sacramento History: Dean & Dean Collection
(Continued on p. 8)
B13. Remarks:
*B14. Evaluator: Paula Boghosian, Historic Environment
*Date of Evaluation: September 2018

Cons.

(This space reserved for official comments.)
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P3a: Description: (continued)
On the east elevation, a horizontal half-timber beam divides first and second floors, and a second-floor casement
window is surrounded by additional studs. Two additional casement window pairs occur on first and second floors
and a multi-paned French door leads to the garden and driveway. A small octagonal window is inset into the secondfloor wall between casement windows.
The south elevation, (rear) contains French doors and multi-paned windows along its entire façade, and an angled
bay with windows and shingled roof. The second story segment at the back of the house contains an inset dormer
with small multi-paned windows overlooking the back yard and first floor extension. The stucco surfaced chimney
extends up from the center of the house above the ridge of the roof.
The western elevation contains first and second floor casement windows with wood surrounds and an angled
kitchen bay with a shingled hip roof. A shingled hip roofed and stucco-surfaced garage stands on the east end of the
backyard, with its west wall painted with a colorful garden scene. The current owner was so entranced by the floral
colors and natural vegetation of the surrounding district and her backyard, that she wanted to enjoy the ‘garden’ year
around and had a colorful natural scene painted on the wall of her garage as an extension of her real garden.
B10. Significance: (continued)
By 1920 residential construction within the tract began. In the meanwhile, the Curtis and Carly families had been
united by the marriage of their children Curtis and Leita. Curtis Cutter was the grandson of William Curtis, and
Leita was the daughter of J.C. Carly.
The subdivision map for South Curtis Oaks #1 was filed in January 1920. The land for spacious Willliam Curtis
Park had been granted to the City of Sacramento by relatives and developers of the original Curtis ranch in 1919.
According to the Home Designer magazine of 1923, “Already on Donner Way, Curtis Way and Montgomery Way
are homes of the type that have been carefully chosen to characterize this distinctive district – occupying wide lots
and governed by restrictions that preclude the building of homes other than those that will be a credit to the district.”
Montgomery Way was envisioned by J.C.Carly as the grand gateway to his elegant new subdivision at
Montgomery Way and Franklin Boulevard. The street was planned to be wide and expansive, incorporating some of
the notably handsome existing trees and foliage. Several of the new owners either purchased two lots for their
individual houses, or added portions of adjacent lots to expand the luxurious image of their homesite. Carly himself
planned and built his own mansion near the gateway entry to the development to enhance the prestige of the new
neighborhood. All potential home designs had to be approved by the company and a minimum expenditure for each
house was required. Most of the homes in this neighborhood were designed by master architects Dean and Dean,
assuring fine design values and a harmonious cumulative image.
J.C. Carly’s plan for Montgomery Way as the gateway to his premier tract development included his own home
which was located at the grand entrance to the tract on Montgomery Way and Franklin Boulevard. Additionally, a
local committee of the era advocated the retention of the particularly large and handsome trees located within the
subdivision in order to contribute to the gardenlike image of the area.
The development of the tract coincided with the national Better Homes Movement which received broad support
from both government and industry. It was a campaign of home ownership, modernization, and beautification that
grew from a critical shortage of homes in the years following World War 1. Titled the Better Homes Movement, it
was initiated in the Butterick Publishing Company’s magazine, The Delineator, a householder’s publication. The
Movement sought to educate consumers to the values of building, owning, remodeling and improving their homes
including home furnishings and decorations. Such activities would substantially improve the quality of domestic
living, and the improvement of homes and home life were widely encouraged.
In 1923, the year the Kimberlin/Watson/Fallon House (2640 Montgomery) was built, Home Designer magazine
featured Sacramento and its homes in an issue of their magazine. The publication lauded south Curtis Oaks as a
successful community with natural advantages and architectural aesthetics that included land gifted to the city for a
park by the land owners and their development partners. The Home Designer magazine enthused, “Acres of
unimproved land have been transformed into building community sites while the beauties of nature bestowed upon
this section have been preserved…”
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The district was not only enhanced by nature, handsome well-designed homes began to occupy the awaiting
garden-like parcels, creating a distinctive and elegant neighborhood.
In support of the national Beautiful Homes Movement, the company built three Dean and Dean designed model
homes in South Curtis Park for the public to tour and enjoy. They were furnished by the John Breuner furniture
company. These houses were located at 2672 Montgomery Way, 2640 Montgomery Way, and a home on Sixth
Avenue especially outfitted with many new modern electric appliances and features. The homes were visited and
reviewed by a national entity as part of a national contest. This home, the Kimberlin/Watson/Fallon home at 2640
Montgomery Way, was awarded sixth prize in the national Better Homes contest. This architect-designed home
reflected a strong medieval English cottage image and quickly earned the nickname “Ann Hathaway’s Cottage.”
Carly advertised the house as an ‘old English’ style house. The reflected Tudor Revival style soon became a popular
design theme for homes in Sacramento.

Dean & Dean
The success of the winning design encouraged development owners to promote Sacramento architects Dean and
Dean as the designers for a number of homes being built within the district. The house was designed by master
architects Dean and Dean, meeting City Code criterion (17.604.210(A)1.a.iv) d. The architectural firm of James and
Charles Dean was gaining local prominence at the time, and the designs they favored worked well in the evolving
landscape. They were born, raised and educated in Texas. Their father R.K. Dean, was an engineer and builder and
both boys graduated from Texas A&M University. After A&M, where he took classes in engineering and drawing,
Charles Dean went to work in an architectural office in San Antonio for two years. He then moved to Chicago to
work for the architectural firm of Englehart & Englehart for seven years. Charles was working in Chicago when
‘enlisted’ in 1908 by George Sellon, California’s first state architect, to come to California and help rebuild the state
after the 1906 earthquake. Brother James, who
attended the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
after Texas A&M, joined his brother in the State
Architect’s Office in 1912. In 1921 the Dean brothers left the State and opened their own architectural
office in Sacramento. Charles Dean was the principal designer of the firm and James handled the
business matters.
Dean and Dean joined the ambitious school building program and, in just five years, designed the
following schools: Fremont, El Dorado, Newton
Booth, Franklin, Donner, Bret Harte, Jefferson, East
Sacramento, Highland Park, McKinley, Leland
Stanford, Sierra and Theodore Judah.
Dean & Dean were also prolific residential
Figure 1-Sacramento Memorial Auditorium designed by Dean & Dean
designers who influenced residential design in
Sacramento. They designed a number of imposing
residences in South Curtis Oaks and East Sacramento. Their residential designs in addition to appearing in feature
articles in the Architect and Engineer in 1922 and 1927, were also featured in a pattern book published by House and
Garden Magazine. Architect and Engineer stated, “…their houses are homes – not residences. A charm prevails or
mantles them with an air of refinement which never tires. Simplicity in form and detail is most apparent both in house
and garden, and such versatility in execution of the work of modern periods from the Colonial to the modern Spanish.
Bits of interest sparkle here and there indicating devotion to each problem as it came to them for solution.”
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They designed the Sutter Lawn and Tennis Club, Sacramento Junior College buildings, the Municipal Water
Filtration Plant, the Sacramento Orphanage and
Children’s Home, the Golf Club House at Land Park, the
Sutter Club, Westminster Presbyterian Church and the
Sacramento Memorial Auditorium, Breuner’s Furniture
Store, Alhambra Shopping Center, Clunie Clubhouse and
Library, YWCA, Dean Apartments.
James Dean accepted an appointment by the City of
Sacramento to supervise the construction of the Memorial
Auditorium. He eventually became the City Architect
and sold his interest in Dean & Dean to his brother.
Charles Dean continued the firm under both names until
his death in 1956.
The Kimberlin/Watson/Fallon House is a fine example
of the 1920-1940 revivalist era of the Tudor Revival style
of medieval English origins and meets City Code criterion
(17.604.210 (A)1.a.iii).

Figure 2-Westminster Presbyterian Church by Dean & Dean

Over time, architectural styles from Europe have been reinterpreted in this country following prominence in their
native lands. This revivalist trend was particularly important in
this country from about 1910 to the 1940s. Revivalist styles from other parts of Europe were represented in houses
and commercial buildings throughout the nation at that time, reflecting French-Norman themes, Spanish Colonial
Revival modes, Italian styles and many mixtures of varied ethnic images. Home owners and builders both seemed
particularly comfortable in reinterpreting and recreating these past era designs.
The Tudor Revival style of this era was based on historic English designs, sometimes referred to as “Elizabethan,”
imitating building features that reflected the reign of Queen Elizabeth I (1558-1603) and King James I (1603-1625),
named the House of Tudor. One of the main characteristics of Tudor design was its
decorative half timbering detail. “Modern” versions of the style also imitate the leaded
glass window panes that occurred in Medieval English buildings. Original leaded glass
panes were small because the technology to make large glass panes had not yet evolved.
Tudor houses were asymmetrical, contained exterior walls with half-timbered detail,
steeply pitched gabled and shingled roofs that often contained dormer windows, some
curved “eyebrow” dormer windows, and small, often diamond shaped, leaded glass
casement windows. Half-timbered walls were generally infilled with stucco, brick
(sometimes in patterns), or stone. Chimneys were large and prominent, often in front or on
the side of the house. The Kimberlin/Watson/Fallon House displays several of these
special features.
The owners and residents of the Kimberlin/Watson/Fallon House were successful
Figure 3 - Ernest
community members and business leaders that contributed to the community, meeting City Kimberlin, 1920
Code criterion (17.604.210(A)1.a.ii)b.
The first residents of the house were Ernest and Eldora Kimberlin. Both were college graduates, with him
graduating from University of California, Berkeley, and her from Stanford. Ernest was native Californian whose
grandfather came across the plains to this state around 1845. Known as a scholarly man, his grandfather became the
first President of the University of the Pacific. Ernest was born in Selma in 1882. During his early years he
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followed the family business in agriculture becoming familiar with seeds, grain farming, and stock raising. He
attended Heald’s Business College for a short time and then followed his grandfather learning the seed business.
Ernest Kimberlin became an apprentice in a pharmacy in Selma. This experience encouraged him to enter the
University of California where he graduated in 1905 with a degree as a pharmaceutical chemist. Some five years later
he purchased a pharmacy in Kingsburg (not far from Selma). While in that town he helped form a city charter and
was elected as the first City Clerk. He also served on the board of county supervisors and was one of the first
directors of the Union high school district. He sold his drug store there and moved to Berkeley where he was
employed by a well-known local pharmacy. The higher level of visibility this job provided enabled him to become a
manager for the Owl Pharmacy chain.
Owl Drug Stores had been founded in San Francisco in 1892. By the 1920s the company had dozens of stores
spread across the United States, but most of them were on the Pacific Coast. In 1919 Ernest Kimberlin moved to
Sacramento and he became the manager of the local Owl Drug Store which was located in the ground floor of the
Forum Building.
At this point in his career all of
Kimberlin’s previous education and business
experience came together. He knew and
understood sales, not only from a small town,
personal relationship perspective, but from a
bigger city experience as well. In Kingsburg
he had learned about community activism and
involvement. When Ernest Kimberlin came
to Owl Drug in Sacramento he put all of his
knowledge and experience to work.
During the 1920s he was active and
involved in many civic organizations.
Typically, he was called upon to lead a team
in fund raising. He was active with the
Figure 4-The Owl Drug Store occupied the ground floor of the Forum Building at 9th Chamber of Commerce, YMCA, Retail
Merchants Association, Boy Scouts, Red
& K Streets
Cross, and Salvation Army. During his civic
activity, Kimberlin frequently associated with people whose names could easily be compiled into a Who’s Who
volume of prominent people in Sacramento: Anderson, Bills, Breuner, Brand, Cutter, Drescher, Elkus, Galloway,
Hobrecht, Kleinsorge, Mitau, Shields, Yardley and Yoerk.
Ernest Kimberlin was also active in fraternal organizations. He was a Master Mason, a past master of his lodge
and a member of the Scottish Rite.
During this period of intense community involvement Kimberlin’s store rose from 28th in overall sales in the Owl
Drug Company to third overall in both gross sales and net profit. It was also at this peak in activity and local fame
that he and Eldora purchased the cottage at 2640 Montgomery Way in 1924. Eldora was also very active in the
community. While engaging in the traditional role of taking care of the home and raising two children, she was also
employed as a teacher in the Sacramento School District. She was an officer in YWCA and was also active with the
local chapter of the Delta Kappa Gamma national honor sorority for women teachers. She was also involved in the
World Affairs Council of Northern California.
However, there was trouble on the horizon and Owl Drug Stores engaged in a bitter 1926 legal battle with their
main supplier E.R. Squibb & Sons. At that time, Ernest Kimberline decided to leave Owl Drug Company and took a
job as a district sales manager for the California State Insurance Company. His district was Alameda and Contra
Costa counties. This association did not appear to be suitable for Kimberlin and by the following year he was still
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listed at 2640 Montgomery and was employed as a district manager for the Schram-Johnson Drug Stores, which had
local outlets at 719 and 930 K Street.
By the beginning of the Great Depression, the Kimberlins had moved from the house and it was occupied briefly
in 1930-31 by Helen and Earl Holm who operated an electrical supply store.
Thelma and Kenneth Watson followed the Holms’ short stay in the house and were the listed owner-occupants of
the house by 1932.
Born and raised in San Francisco, Kenneth Watson was a 1916 graduate of the UC Berkeley. Upon graduation,
Watson enlisted in the Army and became lieutenant. He served in World War I and was a Veteran of that conflict.
He came to Sacramento in 1919 and represented E.H. Rollins & Sons, a San Francisco investment firm.
Watson was immediately accepted into the upper echelons of the Sacramento social scene.
Figure 5- Thelma Watson
His name was on the guest list with a select group of well-known Sacramentans, such as
Heilbron, Scheld, Cutter, Breuner, Moreland, Noack, Teichert, Emigh, Elkus, Drescher,
Mannix, Mitau and many more. In a 1922 article in the Sacramento Union, Watson was
listed as the recent purchaser of a Dodge Coupe and his address is listed as the exclusive and
prestigious Sutter Club. One of the names that frequently appeared in the guest lists of the
parties he attended was Thelma Schwilker. He married Thelma in 1922-23 and they later
bought the house.
In 1922, a home and farm loan program was established by the State to provide war
veterans with an opportunity for home ownership. Loans to veterans were available through
this program. The Board itself would purchase the home in the veteran’s name, who would
then pay back the loan to the Veteran’s
Welfare Board. As a WWI veteran,
Kenneth Watson qualified for one of
those loans and had one for this house.
After 1930, Watson represented
several San Francisco investment firms.
In 1935 he affiliated with the Conrad
Bruce & Company, a Pacific Coast
investment and securities concern.
These events were close to the time the
Watsons purchased the house on
Montgomery. By 1954 he had become
a registered representative of Francis I DuPont & Company—a
well-known and respected Wall Street brokerage firm.
During his Sacramento years, Watson was one of the
founders of the Rotary education committee and served as its
chairman for several years. Watson also was one of the
founders of the club’s Toy Lending Library, founded in 1951
and run by the club until it was turned over to the City’s Parks
& Recreation Dept. in 1957. On a continuing theme of
involvement in children’s programs, Watson was a past
treasurer and director of the Sacramento Children’s Receiving
Home.
Watson died in the home in 1958. His wife, Thelma Figure 6-The Fallons bought the house in 1986. Pictured here
continued to live in the house until her death in 1985.
is the family at Christmas in 1988. The three daughters stand
In 1986 the house was purchased by Joseph Jeremiah and in the back and they are (l to r) Keara, April and Jennifer.
Joseph and Evelyn are seated in front.
Evelyn Fallon.
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The Kimberlin/Watson/Fallon House is an excellent example of its Tudor Period Revival type and style, and the
work of a master architect, the firm of Dean and Dean. It was the home of persons important to the Sacramento business community. The building is located in a neighborhood that was specially featured in a national movement
generating interest and pride in the value of a high quality domestic life, including pleasant neighborhoods, attractive
natural landscaping, and fine quality residences. (See Significance p. 2) After 95 years, the neighborhood containing
this house has both retained and enhanced its elegant and gardenlike ambience, and handsome buildings. The
property appears to be eligible to the Sacramento Register of Historical and Cultural Resources as a Landmark structure, meeting criteria (City Code17.604.210 (A)1.a.ii, iii, iv) (City Code 17.604.210 (A)1.b,c The neighborhood
surrounding it, known as South Curtis Oaks, if surveyed and evaluated, may be considered eligible to the Sacramento
Register and the California Register as a Historic District due to the high quality of its homes and gardens. The
Kimberlin/Watson/Fallon House would then be considered as a Contributor to this potential Historic District (City
Code 17.604.210.(C)5.)
*B12. References: (continued from page 2)

City Directories
Home Designer Magazine, March 1923.
Reed, History of Sacramento County 1923
Sacramento Bee: 6/1/1923; 5/12/1926, p. 4; 8/24/1927, p.25; 9/22/1928, p. Soc. 1; 1/18/1946, p. 13; 12/26/1949, p. 5;
6/4/1953, p.12; 12/11/1954, p. 20; 1/31/1957, p. 9; 12/5/1958, p. 25;
Sacramento Union: 10/9/1906, p. 7, Creamerie advert; 1/28/1911; 5/23/1915; 4/24/1920, p. 4; 9/22/1920, p. 16;
11/18/1920, p. 2; 12/4/1920; 12/26/1920, p. 26; 2/1/1921, p. 1; 2/2/1921, p. 10; 2/8/1921, p. 10; 2/22/1921, p. 2;
3/29/1921; 3/30/1921; 6/20/1921, p. 3; 8/28/1921, p. 12; 9/15/1921, p. 2; 10/27/1921, p.6; 11/10/1921, p. 10;
12/9/1921, p. 3; 4/6/1922, p. 10; 4/29/1922; 6/16/1922; 7/15/1922, p. 10; 10/18/1922; 10/22/1922, p. 6;
12/10/1922, p. 12; 6/3/1923; 6/7/1923; 6/9/1923; 6/23/1923; 10/28/1923.
Thomas Brothers Map Books (1937-41)
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Rear elevation, view to the north.

Detached garage with mural on the west wall. View to the southeast.
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Partial view of east elevation. View to the northwest.

West elevation, view to the south.
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Living Room, view to the northeast.

Central stair and Hall with Living Room to the left and Dining Room/Kitchen to the right. View to the south.
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Dining Room, view to the west.

Upstairs Bedroom on south side of the house. View to the east. Notice in the upper right the slant of the roofline and
scalloping of the trim that reflect the “eyebrow” roofline.
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Master Suite on the northwest corner of the second story. View to the northwest. Notice the slanting of the ceiling
and scalloping of the trim that reflect the presence of the “eyebrow” roofline.

Article from the October 28, 1923 Bee, that show the house’s sixth place finish the national Better Homes Contest.
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The Carly Company ad in the June 3, 1923 Sacramento Union. This partially enhanced version of the ad shows
identifies the model homes and highlights the “Anne Hathaway Cottage.” (Yellow highlight added and small font text
reconstructed).
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2672 Montgomery Way
Page 1 of 17 Resource Name or #:
P1. Other Identifier:
Barr-Wixson House
*P2. Location: *a. County:
Sacramento
b. Address: 2672 Montgomery Way
City:
*c. USGS 7.5' Quad Sacramento West
Date: 1992
*e.
Other Locational Data: APN#: 0130-232-006
*P3a. Description:

Sacramento

Zip:

95818

The property contains a two-story residence and detached garage. The roughly L-shaped residence is comprised of
a principal steep front-gabled section intersected on the east with a steep side-gabled wing. The roof is surfaced with
shingles and the building surface is textured painted plaster. The front gable contains the wood entry doors, an
adjacent half-timbered detail, an angled three-paned bay window containing diamond-shaped leaded glass, a centered
window with similar leaded glass panes on the second floor with a window box and shingled roof, and a slender attic
vent opening in the gable peak. The tall front gable is intersected by a lower, shingled, side gable containing four
casement windows on the ground floor, with diamond shaped leaded glass panes. A tall battered chimney surfaced
like the façade projects on the east end of the building. These are character-defining features reflecting past English
design styles.
The east wall of the house contains a small arched leaded glass window which may date from an era earlier than
the house. The east elevation also contains the east side of the southeast addition, the side gate and fence to the
backyard on the south. The south elevation contains an addition to the second floor that projects from the intersection
of the front and rear gables above the southeast corner of the building. This addition is surfaced with the same finish
as the house and contains wood multi-paned casement windows on both projecting walls. The outer cantilevered
corner is supported by a post. The garage is at the rear (south).
(See Description, continuation sheet p.3)
*P3b. Resource Attributes: HP2
*P4. Resources Present:

Building

Structure Object Site District

Element of District Other (Isolates, etc.)
P5b. Description of Photo:

View to the south
*P6. Date Constructed/Age and

Historic
Source:
Prehistoric Both
Building Permit 1923
*P7. Owner and Address:

Kaplan/Schneider
2672 Montgomery Way
Sacramento, CA
*P8. Recorded by:

Paula Boghosian, Historic
Environment Consultants
5420 Home Court
Carmichael, CA 95608
*P9. Date Recorded:

May 2018
*P10. Survey Type:

Intensive
P11. Report Citation*:

None
*Attachments: NONE Location Map Sketch Map Continuation Sheet Building, Structure, and Object Record
Linear Resource Record Archaeological Record District Record Milling Station Record Rock Art Record
Artifact Record Photograph Record  Other (List)
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*NRHP Status Code
3S
*Resource Address:
2672 Montgomery Way
B1. Historic Name: Barr-Wixson House
B2. Common Name: Kaplan/Schneider House
B3. Original Use:
Residence
B4. Present Use: Residence
*B5. Architectural Style: Tudor Revival
*B6. Construction History: The house and garage were built in 1923. The studio was added to the garage

in 2015

A one room addition and a sleeping porch were added to the rear of the house in 1931.
*B7. Moved? No Yes Unknown Date:
*B8. Related Features: garage and storage addition at the rear

Original Location:

B9a. Architect: Dean & Dean
*B10. Significance: Theme:
Period of Significance: 1923

b. Builder: The Carly Co.
Residential Architecture
Area: South Curtis Oaks
Property Type:
Residence
Applicable Criteria: (17.134.170(A)) c,d
The Barr-Wixson House is significant as a fine example of its Tudor Revival style, the work of master architects
Dean & Dean, the home of persons important to the community and the Sacramento business world, and its location
in a neighborhood of high design quality and physical integrity.
The Barr-Wixson House stands on the street, Montgomery Way, in South Curtis Oaks, that was planned by the
developer of the thoughtfully designed subdivision in 1920 to serve as a gateway to the elegant new district. The land
was originally part of the William Curtis ranch property, purchased by him from his brother in 1854. His land
holdings gradually expanded over subsequent years due to the purchase of additional lands surrounding the ranch that
became available from original owners. The Curtis family farmed this quadrangle while the first subdivisions in the
area adjacent to the east, Oak Park (1887) and Oak Grove (1888) were created. In 1887, parcels in another
subdivision directly north of the Curtis property, Highland Park, were put up for auction. Other parcels in the
vicinity of the original Curtis ranch were gradually developed into the early twentieth century, nearby or adjacent to
the Curtis property. In 1907, William Curtis deeded the northernmost portion of his ranch to the East Curtis Oaks
investment group of Hawk, Hawley and J.C.Carly, just two weeks before he passed away. In 1909, his wife conveyed
her remaining lands to the same investors who then formed the East Curtis Oaks company in 1911. J.C. Carly of this
group envisioned South Curtis Oaks as an elegant development with “parked streets, winding roads and wide
imposing entrance gates.” By 1920 residential construction within the tract began. In the meanwhile, the Curtis and
Carly families had been united by the marriage of their children Curtis and Leita. Curtis Cutter was the grandson of
William Curtis, and Leita was the daughter of J.C. Carly.
(Please see Significance continuation sheet p.3)
B11. Additional Resource Attributes:
*B12. References:

Assessor Maps and Data
California State Death Records
California State Library: Photo: Wixson & Barr building.
Calpo, Janice C., Historical Report: Geo. W. Barr House,
unpublished manuscript.
City Directories
(Continued on p. 13)
B13. Remarks:
*B14. Evaluator: Paula Boghosian,
*Date of Evaluation: May 2018

Historic Environment Cons.

(This space reserved for official comments.)
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Description (continued)
The original front gabled form with its shingled roof has been extended to the rear (south) on the second floor, but
not the ground floor, creating a cantilevered three-sided wing. The projecting outer end is supported by two square
posts mounted on river rock bases of the same diameter. Banks of wood casement windows penetrate the east, the
south, and west-facing elevations of the second floor addition. A utility and storage area with river rock décor is
mounted against the south wall beneath the projecting wing, creating a sheltered storage area. The area is paved with
decorative stone and tile.
A second stucco chimney projects from the center of the house It is currently unused and connects to the basement
where it was apparently part of the HVAC system at one time.
The ground floor of the west elevation contains a pair of multi-paned double doors, a pair of wood framed sixpaned windows, and three wood framed six-pane windows, around the corner from the south-facing ground floor
porch entry with its small shingled, bracketed canopy. The shingled roof of the large street-facing gable north of the
rear addition, contains two partially recessed dormer casement windows with paired six-paned wood sections,
flanking a larger taller projecting dormer window, also with six wood framed panes and plaster-surfaced sides. Wood
beams decorate the open underside of the projecting wing.
The lot portion east of the house contains a concrete surfaced driveway leading to the gabled L-shaped garage
building at the rear. The garage is surfaced with plaster and the roof covered with shingles to match the house. An
interior back wall of the garage contains the painted names of “Barr” and “Wixson.” A small gabled wing projects
from the west side of the garage, surfaced in stucco and containing multi-paned wood framed windows. This
extension of the garage serves as a storage area with multi-paned wood framed windows and wood and glass paneled
entry door beneath a shingled pent-roofed canopy.
The lot area to the west of the house contains an ordered sheltered garden with brick and stone paved paths, a
fireplace, a fountain, mature planting with imposing ferns, shrubs, and large trees. The somewhat formal garden on
the west enhances the outdoor area creating a multi-faceted outdoor recreational area.
The front garden frames the view of the house from the street, with lush lawn, large trees, and landscaped footpath
to the entry door.
The large living room housed within the side gabled wing contains a fireplace on the east, beamed ceiling, leaded
glass windows on the north, and glass and wood French doors on the south.
The house has received additions to the rear; a second-floor room has been extended to the southeast and a second
floor bedroom added on the rear (south). The additions are not visible from the street and are compatible with the
character of the house. The garage at the rear has been extended on the west to provide a small storage space.

*B10: Significance (continued)
The subdivision map for South Curtis Oaks #1 was filed in January 1920. The land for spacious Willliam Curtis
Park had been granted to the City of Sacramento by relatives and developers of the original Curtis ranch in 1919.
According to the Home Designer magazine of 1923, “Already on Donner Way, Curtis Way and Montgomery Way
are homes of the type that have been carefully chosen to characterize this distinctive district – occupying wide lots
and governed by restrictions that preclude the building of homes other than those that will be a credit to the district.”
Montgomery Way was envisioned by J.C.Carly as the grand gateway to his elegant new subdivision at
Montgomery Way and Franklin Boulevard. The street was planned to be wide and expansive, incorporating some of
the notably handsome existing trees and foliage. Several of the new owners either purchased two lots for their
individual houses, or added portions of adjacent lots to expand the luxurious image of their homesite. Carly himself
planned and built his own mansion near the gateway entry to the development to enhance the prestige of the new
neighborhood. All potential home designs had to be approved by the company and a minimum expenditure for each
house was required. Most of the homes in this neighborhood were designed by master architects Dean and Dean,
assuring fine design values and a harmonious cumulative image.
J.C. Carly’s plan for Montgomery Way as the gateway to his premier tract development included his own
home
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Significance (continued)
which was located at the grand entrance to the tract on Montgomery Way and Franklin Boulevard. Additionally, a
local committee of the era advocated the retention of the particularly large and handsome trees located within the
subdivision in order to contribute to the gardenlike image of the area.
The development of the tract coincided with the national Better Homes Movement which received broad support
from both government and industry. It was a campaign of home ownership, modernization, and beautification that
grew from a critical shortage of homes in the years following World War 1. Titled the Better Homes Movement, it was
initiated in the Butterick Publishing Company’s magazine, The Delineator, a householder’s publication. The
Movement sought to educate consumers to the values of building, owning, remodeling and improving their homes
including home furnishings and decorations. Such activities would substantially improve the quality of domestic
living, and the improvement of homes and home life were widely encouraged.
In 1923, the year the Barr-Wixson House was built, Home Designer magazine featured Sacramento and its homes
in an issue of their magazine. The publication lauded south Curtis Oaks as a successful community with natural
advantages and architectural aesthetics that included land gifted to the city for a park by the land owners and their
development partners. The Home Designer magazine enthused, “Acres of unimproved land have been transformed
into building community sites while the beauties of nature bestowed upon this section have been preserved…” The
district was not only enhanced by nature, handsome well-designed homes began to occupy the awaiting garden-like
parcels, creating a distinctive and elegant neighborhood.
In support of the national Beautiful Homes Movement prominent at the time, the company built and John
Breuner’s furniture company furnished three Dean and Dean designed model homes in South Curtis Park for the
public to tour and enjoy. These houses were located at 2672 Montgomery Way, 2640 Montgomery Way, and a home
on Sixth Avenue especially outfitted with many new modern electric appliances and features. The homes were
visited and reviewed by a national entity as part of a national contest. The home at 2640 Montgomery was awarded
sixth prize in the national Better Homes contest. This architect-designed home reflected a strong medieval English
cottage image and quickly earned the nickname “Ann Hathaway’s Cottage.” Carly advertised the Barr-Wixson house
as an ‘old English’ style house. The reflected Tudor Revival style soon became a popular design theme for homes in
Sacramento.
The success of their winning design encouraged development owners to promote Sacramento architects Dean and
Dean as the designers for a number of homes being built within the district. The architectural firm of James and
Charles Dean was gaining local prominence at the time, and the designs they favored worked well in the evolving
landscape. They were born, raised and educated in Texas but Charles was working in Chicago when ‘enlisted’ in 1908
to come to California and help rebuild the state after the 1906 earthquake. Brother James joined him in the State
Architect’s Office in Sacramento in 1912 after a stint at MIT. They opened their own architectural office in
Sacramento in 1921 and joined the ambitious school building program designing the Fremont, El Dorado, Newton
Booth, Franklin, Donner, Bret Harte, Jefferson, East Sacramento, Highland Park, McKinley, Leland Stanford, Sierra
and Theodore Judah schools in the next five years.
Dean & Dean were also prolific residential designers who influenced residential design in Sacramento. They
designed a number of imposing residences in South Curtis Oaks and East Sacramento. Their residential designs in
addition to appearing in feature articles in the Architect and Engineer in 1922 and 1927, were also featured in a
pattern book published by House and Garden Magazine. Architect and Engineer stated, “…their houses are homes –
not residences. A charm prevails or mantles them with an air of refinement which never tires. Simplicity in form and
detail is most apparent both in house and garden, and such versatility in execution of the work of modern periods
from the Colonial to the modern Spanish. Bits of interest sparkle here and there indicating devotion to each problem
as it came to them for solution.”
They designed the Sutter Lawn and Tennis Club, Sacramento Junior College buildings, the Municipal Water Filtration
Plant, the Sacramento Orphanage and Children’s Home, the Golf Club House at Land Park, the Sutter Club, Westminster Presbyterian Church and the Sacramento Memorial Auditorium, Breuner’s Furniture Store, Alhambra
Shopping Center, Clunie Clubhouse and Library, YWCA, and the Dean Apartments.
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Significance (continued)
James Dean accepted an appointment by the City of Sacramento to supervise the construction of the Memorial
Auditorium. He eventually became the City Architect and sold his interest in Dean & Dean to his brother, ultimately
becoming City Manager. Charles Dean continued the firm under both names until his death in 1956.
The house is a good example of the 1920-1940 revivalist era of the Tudor Revival style of medieval English
origins.
Over time, from the beginning of our country, architectural styles from Europe were reinterpreted here after
becoming prominent in their native countries. This trend was particularly important in this country from 1910 to the
1940s. The Better Homes Movement from the early 1920s enhanced revivalist trends in Sacramento during that time
period.
The home at 2672 Montgomery reflects a medieval Tudor Revival/English style which was a very popular design
mode of the era. This may have been a result of the increase in American tourism of England after World War 1 and
many tourists, and building designers, viewing the charming English countryside for the first time. Revivalist styles
from other parts of Europe were also represented in houses and commercial buildings throughout the nation at that
time that also reflected French-Norman themes, Spanish Colonial Revival modes, Italian styles and mixtures of each
and other images. Home owners and builders both seemed particularly comfortable in reinterpreting and recreating
these past era designs.
The Tudor Revival style of this era was based on historic English designs, sometimes referred to as “Elizabethan,”
imitating building features that reflected the reign of Queen Elizabeth I (1558-1603) and King James I (1603-1625),
named the House of Tudor. One of the main characteristics of Tudor design was its decorative half timbering detail.
“Modern” versions of the style also imitate the leaded glass window panes that occurred in Medieval English houses.
The original leaded glass panes were small because the technology to make large glass panes had not yet evolved.
Tudor houses were asymmetrical, contained exterior walls with half-timbered detail, steeply pitched gabled and
shingled roofs that often contained dormer windows, some curved “eyebrow” dormer windows, and small diamond
shaped leaded glass casement windows. Half-timbered walls were generally infilled with stucco, brick (sometimes in
patterns), or stone. Chimneys were large and prominent, often in front or on the side of the house. The Barr-Wixson
House displays several of these special features.
The owners and residents of the Barr-Wixson House were successful community members and business leaders
that contributed to the community.
The first owners and occupants of 2672 Montgomery Way were George W. and Mabel Wixson Barr. They moved in
sometime in the Fall of 1923 or early 1924. The Wixson and Barr families had multiple interrelationships. Mabel’s
brother, Sanford Wixson returned to the
Sacramento area in 1916 after having been
involved in the automotive business in Southern
California. He started an automotive business
here and in the following year went into
business with his sister’s husband George W.
Barr selling Fageol trucks and tractors, as well
as Truxton truck attachments. In 1918 the
Union newspaper acknowledged them as leaders
in the local automotive trade, “In less than two
years the business has been firmly established in
this field and today ranks among the foremost in
motor affairs.”
Wixson and Barr opened a new store at 1217
th
7 Street in 1918. Independently, George Barr
operated a large brick garage nearby at 500 L
Street. Barr also operated a cigar store out of the 1-The Wixson & Barr offices at 1217 7th Street.
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Significance (continued)
Barr was operating under his own name at 500 L Street. He had secured the local distributorship for Kenyon Tires,
which had an excellent reputation. He was also a local distributor for Traffic Trucks. This business, appears to be
what Barr was operating when he and his wife began to live in the house at 2672 Montgomery.
George Barr was active in the Masonic Orders. He was a Master Mason and
an officer in both the Shiners and Sciots. George played a major role in
hosting the 1930 Sciot convention that brought 6,000 delegates and society
members to Sacramento for the meeting. Mabel Wixson Barr was the
Deputy Grand Matron of the 13th District of the Order of the Eastern Star.
She was later honored as a 50-year member. As a Mason, George had lodge
affiliations with his wife’s parents, Charles H. and Jennie Wixson. They
were listed as tenants in the house during most of the occupation by the
Barr’s. Charles H. Wixson served as the first full-time secretary for the
Scottish Rite Temple from 1916 to 1924. They moved from the house in
2-Mabel Wixson Barr
1931.
3-George W. Barr
During the later 1920s George Barr was also an operator of a gas station and auto service complex, George W. Barr’s
Super Service Station, on the 800 block of I Street. He was also a member of the City Traffic Commission.
By the early 1930s plans had been made to place the new Federal Office in the 800 block of I Street. George
Barr’s business in that block would have been purchased from him, and his ongoing cash flow from the business
would have ended. At about this time, the Great Depression was affecting local and regional business and in 1932 the
Barr’s sold the house and moved.
For the next 17 to 19 years, the house was owned and occupied by William H. Moreland,
Jr and his wife Blanche. Moreland’s father was the Bishop of the Sacramento Diocese of the
Methodist Episcopal Church. He was also credited with having created the Diocese by
organizing some 21 independent churches in the region and getting them to follow his
leadership. Locally, Moreland Sr. helped raise the funds for the building of St. Paul’s
cathedral at 15th and J Streets.
Moreland, Jr. was a student at UC Berkeley when he registered for the draft and became a
member of an aviation unit. He served overseas in World War I. This became important to
the house on Montgomery because the house was purchased by the Veteran’s Welfare
Board. The Veteran’s Welfare Board was created in the early 1920s to
provide affordable loans to war Veterans. The Board purchased a
4-The Reverand
property outright and then would resell it to a veteran through a
William Moreland, Sr.
negotiated contract. Down payments could be as little as five percent
organized the regional
and the length of the loan could be as long as 40 years. The State
diocese of the
program was intended to pump money into the housing market which
Methodist Episcopal
had been in a slump during and immediately following the first World
Church
War. It was also a nice gesture to war veterans. During the 1930s the
owner of the house was listed as the Veteran’s Welfare Board.
Moreland’s sister and brother-in-law, J. Quincy Brown lived down the street at 2750
Montgomery. Moreland was employed in the auto finance business.
In the early 1950s, Edward G. and Dorthea H. Nicolaus became the owner occupants of the
5-Howard Bermanhouse. Edward was the owner of his own company, E.A. Nicolaus Real Estate. They lived in
California Assemblyman
the house until 1966. From 1966-1985 there were no residents of any duration in the house that
and U.S. House member
1983-2013.
were also worthy of noting, except for Howard and Janis Berman (1979-82). He was a California
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Significance (continued)
he was elected to the U.S. House of Representatives where he served for 20 years.
The current owners Sharyn Kaplan and Mark Schneider purchased the house in 1985. They have lived in the
house more than 30 years.
The Barr-Wixson House is an excellent example of its Tudor Period Revival type and style, and the work of a
master architect, the firm of Dean and Dean. It was the home of persons important to the Sacramento business
community. The building is located in a neighborhood that was specially featured in a national movement generating
interest and pride in the value of a high quality domestic life, including pleasant neighborhoods, attractive natural
landscaping, and fine quality residences. After ninety five years, the neighborhood containing this house has both
retained and enhanced its elegant and gardenlike ambience, and handsome buildings. The property appears to be
eligible to the Sacramento Register of Historical and Cultural Resources as a Landmark structure. The neighborhood
surrounding it, known as South Curtis Oaks, if surveyed and evaluated, may be considered eligible to the Sacramento
Register and the California Register as a Historic District due to the high quality of its homes and gardens. The BarrWixson House would then be considered as a Contributor to this Historic District.
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This detail of the front (north) elevations shows the half-timbering at the entrance and the leaded glass windows.

East elevation viewed to the northwest.
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West and south (rear) elevations viewed to the northeast.

Garage viewed to the south.
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This detail photo from inside the garage shows the family names of Barr and Wixson painted on the wall.

Barbeque and entertainment area located on the west half of the parcel. Viewed to the southwest.
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A conceptual drawing by Charles Dean of a house similar to 2672 Montgomery.

The living room viewed to the east. On the left are the leaded glass windows on the front of the house.
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The dining room, viewed to the west.

Thomas Brother’s Map Book 1937-1941, shows change in ownership from Barr to the V.W. Board (Veteran’s
Welfare).
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This Wixson & Barr advertisement appeared in the Sacramento Union on April 14, 1918, p. 5
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George W. Barr and his Collie “Scotty” sitting on one of the Faegol trucks. Sacramento Union, July 28, 1918, p. 17.
*B12. References: (continued from page 2)

Sacramento Bee: 11/2/1928, p. 36; 6/28/1940, p. 19
Sacramento Union: 5/3/1914; p. 34, Arrest Cigar Clerk; 2/11/1917, Smith Form-a-Truck is Popular; 6/17/1917, p.
26, Advertisement; 7/22/1917, p. 20, Hudford Truck Sold to Rosenberg & Sons by Sanford Wixson, Local
Distributor (Photo); 8/12/1917, p. 12, Hudford Trucks Find Ready Market, (Photo); 12/23/1917, p. 14, The New
Home of Wixson and Barr (Photo); 3/31/1918, p. 10, Wixson & Barr in Two Years Have Become Important Factor
in Local Field; 4/14/1918, A Fageol Hauling Lumber (Photo); 4/14/1918, p. 5, Advertisement; 7/28/1918, p. 17;
Photo: George Barr and his Collie “Scotty”; 7/28/1918, p. 17 Advertisement; 8/25/1918, p. 13, One of a Truxtun
School Fleet (Photo); 9/1/1918, p. 3, An Aeroplane on a Fagoel, (Photo); 9/1/1918, p. 3, Advertisement; 1/18/1920 p.
6, Advertisement; 3/14/1920, p. 12, Proves Worth Hauling Big Loads Daily (Photo); 3/28/1920, p. 10, Economy in
Operation Features Truck, (Photo); 6/26/1921; p. 23, Advertisement; 6/25/1922, p. 2, Barr Secures Agency for the
Kenyon Tires; 10/21/1922, p. 7, Photo of Barr; 10/29/1922, p. 12 George Barr to Give Away Auto; 12/24/1922, p. 3,
Barr to Give Away New Car;
Veteran’s Welfare Board: Sacramento Union: 1/11/1922, p. 8, Many Veterans Seek Aid Under State Act; 2/1/1922,
24 Qualify for State Aid Homes; 2/2/1922, p. 6, Hundred Veteran Applications O.K.; 7/9/1922, p. 8, Welfare Claims
Approved; 8/29/1922, p. 1, First Farms For Veterans Bought; 9/2/1922, p. 1, Local Veterans to Receive Homes
Under State Bill; 9/12/1922, p. 3, Home Claims Approved; 9/27/1922, p. 1, Veterans Board to Discuss Farm Act;
11/10/1922, p. 9; Vocational Board Buys Home For Vet;
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Versions of this newspaper ad appeared in the Bee and Union several times between June and October 1923.
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